1. Definitions. Throughout this section n is a fixed integer ^ 0 and s is the standard n-simplex with vertices v0, vx, -, v". s will be regarded as a complex and as being closed when thought of as a space. Otherwise all simplexes, o, x, p are taken as open and oeK means o is a simplex of K. The dimension of a complex K is the maximum of the dimensions of the simplexes of K.
For an n-complex K there is a natural map <¡>K : K' -* s, where K' is the barycentric subdivision of K and <f>K sends b(o') (the barycenter of an i-simplex of K) into the ith vertex, v¡es. This extends uniquely to the simplicial map <pK.
Note that çbK \ö is a homeomorphism for each oeK. Also that if L is another n-complex and t : K -* L is a map which is (M2) simplicial and collapses no simplex then
is commutative. Now suppose (01) X is a topological space and g :X-»s.
Define XAqK = {(x,fc)eX x K:qx = cbKk}. This will usually be written simply XAK. Then for í : X -> L satisfying (M2) we define lAi : XAX-» XAL by (lAi) (x,fc) = (x,ifc). Note that (lAu) (lAi) = lAur, where defined.
The identity map 1 :s-*s gives sAK x K' and we will identify these spaces via the map (x, fc) -* fc. Now consider the diagram
If the triangle on the left is commutative then there will clearly be an induced map /Ai : XAK -» YAL. But this is too great a restriction upon the map / and we require only that (Ml) r/^-1(ff) czo, for each simplex a es.
Given this, define /Al :XAK ->• YAK, by (/Al) (x, fc) = ifx, içb | ôy1 rfx), where aeK', kecr.
There are four possible difficulties with this definition. In order that /Al be (1) defined at all, we need to know that rfx e çb(p) = domain of içb \ a)~1 ; (2) well defined, we need fc e a, x to imply içb \ o)~1 rfx = içb | x)~1 rfx ; (3) continuous, we need only check (1) and (2); (4) a map into YAK, we need only note that r(/x) = çbiçb | o)~ 1rfx. Thus we check (1,2): first qx = çbk e cb(ö) so that xeq-1<p(<7) and hence rfx erfq~1içbo)cz cb~ö. Secondly, suppose kecT,% and fcep, say. Then p is a face of both a and x. Hence License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Remark. XAK may be interpreted as follows. Let Xa -{(x, fc) e XAK : fc e a}, for oeK'. For an n-simplex a, the map X -+ Xa which sends x -> (x,(tj) \a)-1qx) is a homeomorphism. Similarly for p an /-simplex in X', Xp » q~x(4>p) = g~ '(p') and p' is an i-simplex of s. Hence for two n-simplexes a, xeK',p their common face, then Xa and X, are copies of X identified along their respective copies of Xf.
Among the immediate consequences of the definitions are (1.1) (1Au)(1Aí) = lAur, where u,t satisfy (M2). 2. Simplicial theory and chain maps. An additional hypothesis is needed to insure that XAK be a complex. One that suffices is (SOI) I is a complex, q_1(ö) is a subcomplex for all oes, and (SMI) f:X-> Y is simplicial and satisfies (Ml).
Remark. One may always assume that q : X -* s is simplicial relative to some subdivision of s. For given X, q satisfying (SOI), there is a simplicial approximation q' (relative to some subdivision of s) to q such that q'q~l(o) <= o for ail oes. Such a q' exists by induction on the skeleta s0,Si, -,s" of s.
Then q~*(o) = <¡r'-1(<x) for all o e s and hence there are the maps 1 Al : XAqK -> XAq,K, 1 Al : XAq,K -» XAqK and their composition in either order is the identity. Also if f:X -> Y, r : Y-* s, satisfy (SMI) then r'fq'-1^) = rfq~1(ö)<=o, for all ces so that the replacement q-y q' is natural. However the weaker requirement (SOI) seems more "natural" and will be used. We remain in this simplicial category in all that follows.
(2.1) Lemma. //q : X -* s satisfies (SOI) then XAK has a natural simplicial structure.
Proof. The proof is in four parts. In (1,2) we triangulate XAK and in (3, 4) show that the induced maps are simplicial.
(1) For oreX' define Xa = {(x,k)eXAK :keo}. Then ha(x) = (x,(<¿|o)~lqx) defines a homeomorphism ha :q~*<t>ö-» Xa. h" is clearly 1-1 and if (x,k)eXa, then qx = (hkefió so that h"(x) = (x,((f> \o)~1qx) = (x,(4> |o-)_10fc) = (x,k). But by hypothesis g-1</>ff is a complex so that ha triangulates Xa.
(2) If ris a face of oeK', then (n" | q~1(px)x = (x,(<¡> \x)~1qx) = (x,(<t>\z)~iqx) = ntx, for all xeq*1^).
Thus the triangulations h"defined in part (1) agree where they intersect and taken together triangulate XAK. If X and K are finite complexes so is XAK.
(3) Now suppose in addition that r : 7-> s satisfies (SOI) and f:X-* F satisfies (SMI). In order to show that/Al :XAK-* YAK is simplicial suppose peXAK.
Then p is a simplex of X" for some oeK'. That is, there is a simplex pt e q ~ 1(¡)o <= X such that ha(px) = P-Then p2 =fpx is a simplex in r'^o because rfq'1^) c ¿F. Proof. Recall that sAK = K'. Then yAl is defined on elementary chains a -a of C*iK',A) by (yAl) (a-a) = (y(a • </><t),<7). Then clearly yAl is carried by (qAl)-1. To check that yAl is a chain map: A. dim X z% n <= for each e > 0 there exists an e-map / of X into a complex Ye of dimension ^ n.
B. dim X ^ n <= //"(X ; G) # 0 for some coefficient group G. (/ : X -»• Y is an e-map if diameter/_1(y) < e for all y e Y.)
Now suppose X is the inverse limit of a sequence
where X¡ is a complex (simplicial or cellular) and f¡ is simplicial or cellular. LetffeX¡, set X" = {xeX :x¡eo}, and define dt = maxaeKl (diameter Xa). Assume that d¡ -> 0 as i -> co. Then A, B can be reformulated as follows.
A', dim X^n <= for each i there is a simplicial (or cellular) approximation g, :X,+1 -* X, to f, such that g^A^^c^n-skeleton of X,). B'. dim X2: n <= for each i, /■* :Hn(X¡+ t;G)-> H"(X¡;G) is onto and nontrivial for at least one i.
For then the Cech homology H"(X; G) is not zero. I. (Pontrjagin [6] ). There exist compact metric spaces <S>P, one for each prime p, such that dim <t>p = 2 and We must show that dq~1(aol) = q~1(daol), a'es, aeZp. This is clear for i = 0,1, as g-11 ôs is 1-1. For the only 2-simplex a 2es we get dq~\a• a2) = a(dXp) = a(Bp + p-Cp) = aBp, as pa = 0. ) into dio xa') using the map r of (1.2). These are consistent throughout Ki+1 x K'i+l because on the intersection of two such products, r agrees with n¡ which is consistent. This yields a map i¡/: Ki+1 x K'i+y -► (3-skeleton of Kt x K'¡) which is a cellular approximation to 7i; x ni so that by (A'), dim Op x i»p. g 3.
II. (Boltyanskii [2] ). There is a compact metric space X of dimension 2 such that dimX x X = 3. Proof. Fix a prime p and let n¡ = p2 , i = 1, 2, 3, ••• . Let X0 = S1 x [0,1] and let X¡ be the space formed from X0 by identifying (0,0) ~ (0 + 27î/n;, 0) and (0,l)~(0 + 27r/ni+1,l), for all 0eSx. Let BjcXj correspond to S1 x 0 and C¡ to S1 x 1. Then iXi,Bi U C¡) is a relative, orientable manifold and dX¡ = n¡B¡ + ni+yC¡. Define q' :X0-»s by q'-.S1 x [0,1] -> S1 x [0,1] -► S1* £> = s in which the first map sends S1 -+S1 by 0->n¡0 for all 06S1, and the second is as in (I) above. Then q' factors through X¡ defining q(:
q\A ■ s Below we consider Zni czZn¡+ ¡ <= S1, the reals mod 1, and choose generators a¡e Z"(> such that n¡a¡ + 1 = a¡.
(II.l) Tnere is a chain map y¡ such that the following diagram is commutative, in which n# is induced by the natural map n:Z-*Z"r Proof. For a /"-simplex oJes, neZ, define rnatf^iV). 7 = 0,1;
The relation qi^yi = n¡ follows from the fact that q¡ is nrto-l on X, -B, U C¡, 1-1 on B¡ and ni+rto-l on C¡. As in (I) we need only check dyin ■ o2) = y¡(ndo2) for the unique 1-simplex <72es. But dyfjio2) = na;+13X¡ = na^^B; + niJrXC/) = na;Bf and y^dn-o2) = na^J"1^2) = na;B;. Now let Ê, = B; x X¡ u X¡ x B, = (q¡ x q,y\d(s x s)). Then (II.2) There is a map r¡: X, x X¡ -* d(s x s) « S3 such that r\Et = (q¡ x q^Ê,.
Proof. As before, every homology class veHA(Xi x X¡, B^S1) has a representative of the form z = tx-X¡x X¡, aeS1. Then dz = d(cc-X¡ x X¡) = a(njB; + ni+xC¡) x Xt + a-X¡ x (n^ + ni + xC,). Hence aní+1C¡ x X¡ + x-ni+xXt x C, = 0 and ni+1a = 0 (and thus HA(Xi x X,Ê,; S') = Z". + 1).
Then qi#dz = ^¡#(an;B; x X¡ + an¡X¡ x B¡) = an¡(ds) x (n¡s) + an^s)
x (ds) = an¡+1 -d(s x s) = 0, and r, exists by the Hopf extension theorem.
As in (I) define X as the inverse limit of 711 r , n2
Kx <-i K2 <-± K3 <-.»
where Kx = S2 and K;+1 = X¡+XAK¡. n¡: K¡+x -> K¡ is given by qí+1Al: Xi+XAK¡ -K,.
(11.3) dim X x X = 3 follows just as in I from (II.2).
(11.4) dim AT = 2.
Proof. That dim X ^ 2 follows just as in (I), but the other inequality is a bit different because of the change of coefficients in (ULI). The claim is that H^X^1) # 0 and this will follow from fnu:H2(K2;S1)^H2 (KxS1) is nontrivial, (4a) I U. :í72(^¡+i;S1)^H2(iC¡;S1) is onto, i = 2,3,-.
We need only consider the cycle groups Z2(Ki;Si) as we are in the top dimension. But as in the proof of (II.2), Z2(Kl;S1) = Z2(X;;Z"i+,). Now it follows from (II.l) and Corollary (2.4) that ni# : C2(Ki+x; Zni + 1)^Z2(Ki;Z"t+l)\sonto. But any 2-chain which maps onto a cycle under ni# must be a cycle, as n-, \ n~xl (1-skeleton of K¡) is a homeomorphism.
III. (Kolmogoroff [5] ). There is a compact 1-dimensional space Y and a compact abelian group A acting freely on Y such that dim Y/A = 2. Proof. This is based on example I and we let the notation of (I) stand. Let y, : S1 -> S1 be the identity for 0 ^i g 1/2, and a rotation for 1/2 ^ í ^ 1, yt being a rotation of period p. Let Y0 = S1 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
